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The gap between the earth’s wardens of wealth and the nearly eight billion humans under
their control has grown wider and more dangerous but is beginning to be understood by
some as a systemic problem and not simply a matter of evil leaders and villainous followers.
When people see and feel their futures ranging from problematic at best to non-existent at
worst, we get the resultant turmoil and changes taking place in nations moving in many
directions at once but all of them against established power over things as they are.
Whether votes are cast in elections labeled democratic though still under minority control,
or issues are subject to mob rule of one extreme or another, they are producing
governments at least rhetorically dedicated to change even if often dangerously confused or
in merely cosmetic form. Nevertheless, those demanding change beyond simply continuing
the rule of market forces under minority control are starting to move up and into more
commanding roles in governments. Unfortunately, and especially in America, many still
operate as though political change amounts to the candidates skin tone, religion or sex,
neglecting the philosophy between their ears by concentrating more on the genitals
between their thighs.
Thus we have working people going to the polls and electing representatives of wealth
operating against their interest but rhetorically speaking of change, which may mean
reverting to earlier forms of capital private proﬁt which still leave the public good in poor
condition, or worse, sinking into megalomaniacal rule under populists (?) promising to dump
even more wrath on those at or near the bottom. Meanwhile, more social democratic forms
of capital rule which see the need for avoiding revolution by sharing a little more with the
multitudes beginning to loudly complain, are also moving into positions of governmental
power. This lesser evil of earlier stages, once called a “new deal” at capitalism’s last sign of
collapse, is now dubbed a “green” new deal, in the face of massive environmental threats
only denied by the brain dead among private proﬁteers, as in the old days when realistic
capital supported social democracy even while the troglodytes of capital insisted it was
dreadful socialism.
This dichotomy still exists between those who would save the system that most beneﬁts a
minority rather than transform it into truly expressing the desires and needs of the majority.
Neo-liberal-conservative elements panic at the thought of real democracy enabling all
people to survive without having personal trust funds, family inheritance, or earning the
salary rewards of work performed on behalf of those with personal trust funds and family
inheritance. Rhetorical rule has managed minds into believing in ideals of democracy while
materially accepting imitations that don’t even come close.
While national uprisings against despotic tyranny are important parts of past history, the
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present situation in which a global consciousness is growing that humanity and not just one
or another national or identity group must move in the direction of taking control is a new
experience for the race. It is being opposed more strongly by the beneﬁciaries of market
forces under the control of creatures akin to gods by comparison to ordinary mortals as the
dangers grow more serious. Among the brighter signs are progress towards ending the
empire of the west but weaponry beyond imagination controlled by warriors beyond belief
threatens humanity as never before.
The reactions coming from global GHQ of international capital are indicative of hysteria
bordering on dementia tending towards stark raving insanity. And this from both sides of the
ruling coin, with conservatives blathering about socialism and genocidal democracy
resulting from wimpy policies merely asking how so few can be so rich while so many are so
poor, and what passes for a liberal left more concerned for scandalizing a president and
whining about an alleged Russian menace while debt approaches 22 trillion and Israel all but
owns the white house and congress. Almost daily screeching about the alleged treachery of
the present occupant at the white house, intrigue emanating from the Kremlin endangering
all of humanity, and other stories captivating to prisoners of consciousness control threaten
to create lynch mobs out of decent people and mass murderers out of frightened crowds.
The solutions oﬀered by many in the face of environmental degradation are all to often
connected to the political economics that have created that condition, hoping to somehow
clean up ﬁlth by covering it with nicer dirt. Thus we have solutions to carbon pollution
proposed that charge a price for creating it to somehow limit its production, which is like
combating rape by charging a fee for its performance. When we need to totally transform
the environment from one dependent on fossil fuel to one running on natural forces like air,
wind, water and the sun, too often private proﬁt is expected to do the job when that fanatic
focus is already threatening the public good more than at any time in the past.
Back in the 19th century, many social critics warned of what might happen to the earth and
its people if the social system of industrial capital continued. Karl Marx was foremost among
them and his analysis went beyond anyone else’s and still holds true. They all understood
that minority rule based on inherited power and the wealth it controlled was a menace but
its newest form, not yet labeled capitalism, was the most malevolent yet. We live in the age
in which it has become more obvious to hundreds of millions whose everyday lives are ﬁlled
with misery and deprivation while a tiny group absorbs most of society’s wealth and shares
a bit of it with a class of well paid servants who play the role of pacifying the populace from
taking any political action or destroying it in wars when it does.
Whether at Vegas, on the Riviera, or at card tables run by religious groups, when the house
seems to be winning even more than usual, one of the gamblers will call for a new deal. This
simply means re-shuﬄing the deck so that cards appear in a slightly diﬀerent order. At
extremes, someone will demand a new deck, but even this only means new cards will be
used, but with all of the same suits and numerations as the old. This is the problem with
allegedly trying to call for “new” proposed solutions but without moving from a private proﬁt
ﬁrst system to one that demands the public good as primary. Society needs to demand a
new deck with diﬀerent cards, removing the old ones like poverty, war, and racism and
replacing them with peace, humanity and the common good. Continuing to reshuﬄe the old
or even replacing it only with new forms that change immaterial labels but maintain
material substance will only work to appease some until the next breakdown.
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The one coming may be worse than any before, and global action needs to be taken with
humanity connected as never before. It is not only possible but necessary, which is why the
owners of the Casino are working hard to see to it that all dealers remain under their
employ, in governments all over the world, and why citizens and nations must ultimately
cross boundaries not simply to escape poverty and war in one place by hiding in another,
but to live together in another kind of world which will only arrive if we create it. The next
period will hopefully show that we are capable.
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